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Abstract

A new tool material for cold forging applications was ~eveloped  using numerical
simulation techniques (FEM)  for the design and a powder metallurgical route (HIP) for
the production. The basic idea was to find an optimizec  microstructure of the two
phase material by simulating different distributions of had particles within the metal
matrix. On the micro-scale, loading was applied by a fielc of deformations which was
obtainedby  a microscopical simualtion  of a particular t;old forming process in bolt
making. A new double dispersion microstructure wa: found to show the best
resistance against crack propagation. Specimens were produced by hot “isostatic
pressing. Afterwards the new material was tested in the !aboratory.  Wear resistance
and bending strength of the double dispersive material are comparable to a standard
dispersion material with the same volume fraction of parti ;Ies, but fracture toughness
is increased by about 30?40.  Testing the new material in tlolt making showed that the
life time .of the tool is increased by a factor of 8.

1. Introduction

Tools in cold forging applications are,often subjected t(l a combination of abrasive
wear and mechanical stresses due to the high forces wnich occur in metal forming
processes. Thus, materials used. for these toois  must have  both  high wear resistance
and high strength and fracture toughness. As an example for a cold forging process
we focus on the heading operation of high-strength b(~lt= used in the automotive

) industry. Conventional HSS is a typical too! material for die inserts. High wear
resistance and high strength are achieved by using these f teels in the hardness range
of 56-58 HRC. But even at this low hardness level, the fracture toughness KIC is poor
and the life time of the tool is limited by cracks.

The aim of this paper is to p;esent  a method for develop~nent  of optimized materials.
This method is based on the numerical simulation of both the microscopical stress
field in the tool and the microscopical stress field in the in ~omogeneous material. In a
first step, the state of stress in the tool during the forming process was calculated.
Thereby the most critical area in the die was identified a:; the region with the highest
equivalent and principal stresses. In a second step the c:-itical  area was model led on
a microscopical scale. For this simulation the defo~mation  field found by the
microscopical simulation was used as a boundary condit  on. A two phase calculation
was carried out, assigning the- pafiicles  and the metal matrix different mechanical
properties. Taking into account particle cracking and damage of the matrix, the
distribution of partic!es was optimized with respect to high resistance against crack
propagation. In a third step, a tool material with an of~timized  microstructure was
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produced along a powder metallurgical route. Finally th> new material was tested in
the laboratory and in the shop. In the following, the resu!ts  obtained in all these three
steps of the applied method are described.

2. Tool Stresses

Manufacturing of fasteners was selected as an appropriate cold forging operation, in
which the tool stresses can become critical. Fig. 2.1 (Iisplays  the selected forging
sequence and component geometry, which are idertical  or very similar to the
sequence and geometry of screws from commercial production. As exhibited in Fig.
2.1, the selected fastener was formed in three steps. In the first step, the shank was
extruded. In the second step, preheating was conduct~ d, while in the third step, the
fastener obtained its final shape. The extrusion of ti)e shank, Fig. 2.1, was not
included in the theoretical and experimental analysis. In other words, the tool stresses
emerging from preheating and final heading, Fig. 2.1, were at the focus in this study.
Merely some of the results obtained in this investigation a ‘e accounted for here. Those

.,. interested in the entire outcome of this study are referred to [1 ,2].
)
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Fig. 2.1. Forg”ing sequence: the initial, intermediate and final shape of the component.



2.1 Finite element simulation
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A two dimensional (axisymmetrical)  finite element sirr ulation,  utilizing the code
ABAQUS, was carried out. The simulation consisted of three steps - (1) shrink-fitting
of the stress ring over the ~ie insert and lower die, (2) preheating & (3) final heading.
See Fig. 2,2. The interference fit between the stress ring : nd the die insert was 0.20A,
Fig. 2.2, The workpiece  and the die insert were modele~  as elasto-plastic  isotropic
hardening materials. The stress ring and lower die were modeled as elastic bodies.
The punches were assumed to be rigid. Table 2.1 gives :;ome of the mechanical” and
physical properties of the materials utilized in the finite element simulation. In, this
table, a, = yield strength, E = modulus of elasticity, v :’ Poisson’ s ratio, and a =
coefficient of thermat  expansion.

Material Used as ay (M Pa) E (MPa) v c1 (“c-’) Hardn.
(HRC)

DlN37Cr4  1 Workpiece 400 205000 0.30
mat.

ASP2030  2 Die insert 2644 241300 “C.30 6 2
mat.

H13(AISI)3 Stress ring 194000 C.30 ?2.6.10-G 58
mat.

G 5 Lower die 461000 C.24
(cemented mat.
carbide) d -

Tab 2.1 Some mechanical and physical properties of the used materials. 1 ) The
values are extracted from [3],  2) E and oY, wer: measured by compression
tests. See also [4]. 3) The values come from [5]. 4) The values are extracted
from [6].

2.2 Experimental Procedure

The die insert was manufactured in ASP2030 and the stress ring in H13 (AISI),  Table
2.1. Channels were machined in the die insert ‘and the s:ress  ring to obtain space for
strain gages and lead wires. The stress ring was heatl;d and shrink-fitted over the
inner dies. One strain gage was bonded on the die inset and one on the stress ring.
To register the forging load, a 1 MN load cell was u:;ed. An extensiometer was,
fuflhermore,  used to register the position of the punch (st ‘eke) during the cold forging.
A PC-based system was used to register the signals f;om  the load cell and the strain
gages. The forgings were conducted in a 2.5 MN hydra~ Iic press.

2 . 3  R e s u l t s

2.3.1 Finite element simulation
,,

The mesh deformation at the end of the final heading i: shown in Fig. 2.2. The most
heavily deformed area in the tool arrangement is the zone at the die insert profile
radius. This zone is so intensely loaded that plasticity s initiated during the last 0.2
mm of the punch stroke in final heading. A possible cau!;e of tool failure might be that

.



the shear stresses at the die insert profile radius becom(> critical. The distribution of
the shear stre,ss,  S12, in the zone around the die insert profile radius is, therefore,
depicted in Fig. 2.3. There are, as exhibited in Fig. 2.2, two stress zones. (Stress
values are given in the legend are in MPa). In the first zore, which is located near the
top surface of the die insert, the shear stresses are positii e, the maximum level being
2030 MPa. In the second zone, which is situated close to the die insert bore wall, the
shear stresses are negative, the minimum. level being -9C5 MPa.

1

Final heading

Final  heading pqIIclI

Stress ring

Fig. 2.2 Mesh deformation: cold forging of the final heat.

Considering the (workpiece) material flow at the die in:;ert  profile radius, the shear
stress distribution in this zone seems. to be plausible. Tt at is since the work material
flows both downwards and racJially  with a neutral zon ~ between these two flows.
Chipping at the top inner edge of the die, i. e. at the d e insefi profile radius, is, in
practical screw-making, one of the main reasons why die inserts are discarded. The
obtained simulation results, Fig. 2.3, correspond, ir other - words, well to the
circumstances experienced by practitioners. That is pro’tided that the shear stresses
are controlling the tool failure.

2.3.2 Experimental analysis

Fig. 2.4 displays the heading force as function of the punch stroke during both
preheating and final heading. Both finite’ element and ex:]erimental  values are plotted
in this figure. Comparing the theoretical values with the experimental at2, 6 and 8 mm
in punch stroke, a difference ‘in magnitude is observed =t the beginning of each step,
Fig. 2.4. The experimentally obtained values  exhibit, ti~ough, a good correlation to
those attained theoretically, particularly at the end of p-eheading and final heading,
Fig. 2.4. 20 fasteners were cold-forged with the seq~ ence shown in Fig. 2,1. No
cracking could be observed in the die insert. Forgings were  also conducted at Bulten
Automotive AB. In these forgings, the same die insert as hat used in this investigation
was tested. The height of the upper head was, though, 2.s~ mm (the height of the upper ,
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Fig. 2.3 Distribution of the shear stress, S12 , at the die ir sert profile radius and at the
end of forging. The stresses shown in the Ieger  d are in MPa

head was 5 mm in our case, Fig. 2.1). In addition to thi:; lower upper head height, a
hole was pierced in the upper head, [7]. The forgings conducted at Bulten  automotive
AB were, in other words, “tougher’: than those conducb?d  in this investigation. After
producing 9080 parts at Bulten automotive AB: the  die insert  bore became conical and
the die insert cracked  at two sites: [7].

. . .
All this information together with the results obtained at BJlten  Automotive AB indicate
that high cycle fatigue, and not monotonic rupture, is tne main cause of” fracture in
practice. The conducted finite element simulations can, :herefore,  be used to find the
strain and/or stress range within which the fatigue prop~rties should be studied.

2.4 Conclusions

The following conclusions are due:

The developed method for finite element simulation of the mechanical state  in cold
forging tools can be used as a robust device in predict on of strains an’d stresses in
tools and in tool design in manufacturing of fasteners.

The heading force and the radial and.circumferential  stra ns obtained by finite element
simulation exhibit a close agreement with those found experimentally.

.
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Fig. 2.4 Theoretically (FEM)  and experimentally obtained tleading force.as  funcfion  of
the punch stroke. Both the preheating and the final heading forces are
plotted.

Although 20 fasteners w&e cold-forged in this investig:dion,  the die insert did not
fracture at the profile radius. A similar die insert could under “tougher” production
conditions withstand 9080 part before cracking. This im[)lies  that high cycle  fatigue,
and not monotonic rupture, is the main cause of tool failurf:  in practice. The conducted
finite element simulation can, therefore, be used to find tt e strain and/or stress range
(-s) within which the fatigue properties could be studied.

3. Micromechanical optimization of the microstruct~re
3.1 Model description

Geometrical model

The main objective of these studies is to model specifc  microscale arrangements
which are characteristic for the here investigated class ot materials where one phase
(HP) is distributed discretely in a continuous second phase (MM) (so-called matrix- -
inclusion topologies). The geometrical parameters describing this type of
microstructure, are the volume content, size, shape and arrangements of HP. Within
the definition of a representative volume element (R.V. E, ), the microstructure may be
effectively covered by periodically arranged unit cells Increasing their degree of
randomness, unit cells describe more realistic microstructure but do cost more
computational effort. Unit cells with a lower level of randomness (perfect periodic,
ciustered  arrangements) have e.g. been employed to inv ~stigate  arrangement effects -

on the micro- and macroscale  response of unidirectional continuously reinforced metal
matrix composites (MMCS)  [8,9].

However, they seem not to be useful for damage simulation, since microcracking
would occur throughout the structure at the same time step [10,1 1 ]. In order to
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investigate the evolution of damage due to particle cracking,  a unit cell with 16
randomly distr ibuted HP is used in the present stucy (called in the following
Dispersion). The shape of the HP are assumed to ‘be cylinders (for plane strain) or
circular discs (for plane stress). In each case, all HP hav(? the same shape.

Beside the dispersion, arrangements are considered, where HP have been
concentrated within one region with high volume content (Ihe colony), the other region
with no HP-presence. The colonies, are localized within cylinders (or circular sheets),
these in turn distributed perfectly within a hexagonal arrangement (called in the
following Double Dispersion), the region around the abov~  described cylinders (called
in the following Net) and bands Ccalled in the following ‘3and). Figure 3.1 illustrates
schematically the unit cells of the different arrangements

000
0

000
000
00
000
0 °

) 00
Dispersion Net Double Dif persion

00
,00
0:
000
00
0 000
(go
Band

Fig. 3.1 Different classes of matrix-inclusion topologies ilherent  in the unit cells

The boundary condit ions are taken  such that  symmetry is xescribed  over all edges  of
the cell. The number of HP (NtiP=16)  and the respective volume fraction (~~P=15Yo) are
equal in all unit cells. The considered arrangements are representative to a certain
extent for the microstructural  arrangement of the inv.estig:  ted materials: Conventional
materials: The banded structure shall  describe’ the micro:lructure  after warm forging,
the net-like s~ructure  that in the as-cast condition. PM-HIP materials: The dispersion is
typical for materials manufactured by powder metallurgy and hot-isostatic  pressing. In
particular the chosen reference material ASP30 and ASF)60 show such a “microscale
topology. The double dispersion may be obtained using Vwo different powder types.

Material Model

Different components inherent in the material are chara  ;terized by assigning them
different consfitutive  relations. Based on experimental findings the “following
constitutive  model has been proven useful to describe tte mechanical behaviour of
the individual components.

f-The hard  phases  (~~) represent different caibides  of,th~:  reference material ASP30
like MC and M,C caibides.  Since it is rather difficult to determine their elastic
properties; they were replaced by one equivalent HP. Due to experimental evidence
it is assumed that HP will fail by cleavage prior to deform plastically. Isotropic elasticity

is described by Hooke’s law. Cleavage of HP is suggestec, if the normal stress within
the HP reaches a critical value (fracture strength). P:eeping the complexity of,,



programming reasonable, possible crack paths within th[? HP are predefine. If the
criterion for one possible crack path is satisfied, addition~l  nodes are introduced to
automatically simulate microcracking  [12].

Z-The metal matrix (MM) is modelled iso t rop ic ,  e las t ic -p las t ic  us ing von Mises
plasticity and isotropic hardening. A damage indicator based  on RicetLTracey’s  [13]
void grcwth model is used to predict initiation of damage in the matrix. The damage
indicator is defined following [14] as

I
&:

e(1 ,5<)

D; =
f

dc:
1 ,65&.

o
)

(3.1)

where <=o~/crv is the stress triaxiaiity  and OH, Ov and ZPV ~re the hydrostatic stress,
effective (v. Mises) stress and the--equivalent plastic strain respectively. The uniaxial
failure strain SO is the only adjustable material parameter.

\

3-Tt7e  Mertace  is modeiied as an orthotropic thin Ia:ler.  Ini t ial ly the interface
possesses the isotropic elastic-plastic characteristics of tts matrix. Interracial failure
is assumed to occur’ under pure mode I (tensile failure) and pure mode II (shear
failure) when the radial and shear interracial stresses reach a critical value,
respectively. If the failure criterion is satisfied within O-IS interface element, the
orthotropic elastic moduli expressed in the principal axis C; orthotropy  (normal to the
interface) and the respective stress components are modifi<:d  such that the conditions
on the created free (or sliding) surfaces are satisfied.

Material parameters

All material parameters of the components used in the talc ;Iations  are listed together
below.

v 0 %  (MPa) CJiC (M Pa; uilC (lb4Pa) &o

) (G~a)

metal matrix 2 1 0 ’ 0,3 1550 0.02
.

hard phase 400 0 , 3 1 6 0 0

interface 210 0,3 1600 1600
i

~ Tab. 3.1 Mechanical properties of the components

The flow curve of the metal matrix was determined by a combined experimental and
numerical procedure [15] and is entered to the model zs a piece-wise hardening
curve. The corresponding stress-strain couples can be found  in [15]. The Young’s
modulus of the HP was predicted by a semi;analytically  bzsed  mean-phase estimate
[16].
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3.2 Results-Microscopic Response

Progressive carbide fracture

The load is applied incrementally and displacement controlled. Load direction is the
vertical axis. The macroscopic load is strain driven and com outed through the imposed
displacement values u, and the length I of the modelled voJume:

u.!—
k=~YY I

(3.2)

Damage evolution in this material is simulated by activatin{  the local  damage criterion
of particle fracture and by quasi-static proportional loading ;Ipplying successively small
load steps. In the experiments particle cracking was oti;erved to be the dominant
damage mecanism;  therefore the effects of debondin{  and matrix damage are
excluded in this analysis for the first. The following figures aim to illustrate how
damage is initiated and evo!ves  by progressive carbice  fracture in the different
microstructure (exemplarily for the banded (Fig. 3.2; a,b Ioiid parallel to the bands, c,d
load perpendicular to the bands), double dispersion (Fi{. 3.3a, b) and net-like (Fig.
33c:d) structure), The results show the maximum principal stress distribution. All
values are given in MPa,

.&age  up 10 kitia/ damage: Before  the onset of damage stress  concentrations arise
mainly within the particle. This may be attributed to the oc(:urrence  of interracial shear
stresses which give an important contribution to the trans  nission  of the load over the
particle. The development of interracial stresses’ itself is dependent on how the
deformation of the matrix js constrained by the stiffer par,icles.  This may be strongly
influenced when HP are interacting with each other. HP-lntE raction  shall be understood ‘
as an intersection of local disturbed stress fields around in[ljvidual  HP. This interaction
behaviour  might have a shielding or an amplification cnaracter  depending on the
orientation of adjacent particles to the principal load directic  n. The stress concentration
within the particle is increasing when the trajectory of adjacent HP is in line with the
principal load path and decreasing when it is perpendicul ~r to that.

This effect becomes visible when studying the situation ir the banded structure, If the
Joad is applied parallel to the band (Fig. 3.3a), the stress values within the HP and in
the matrix are different of order 1,375. When the load is; applied perpendicular to it
(Fig. 3.3c),  the ratio of the stresses in both regions is abo~t  1,135. Increasing the HP- -

content in these bands would decrease the l-l P-spacin{~.  As a consequence these
results tend to approach the lower and upper bounds in elz sticity  (bounds by Voigt and

Reuss [15]) for infinite aligned HP.
This idea, that HP belonging to one row act as a singl~. aligned HP, is furthermore
supported when studying initial damage in the double (~ispersion  (Fig. 3.3a, b) and
particularly in the net-like structure (Fig. 3.3c,d).

In the latter arrangement damage is initiated in those ~]articles located at the mid-
Iength of one row in load direction (Fig. 3.3c, Fig. 3,4). Incleed, it is known from former
studies [l O] ’that single aligned HP do not break randomy along their length; instead
fracturing is more likely in the vicinity of the centre  of HP
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Subsequent occurrence of damage
Subsequent failure of HP due.to fr,acture is
s t rong ly  re la ted to  the i r  or ienta t ion to
previously developed microcracks.  Mostly,
stress redistribution due to cracking of a HP
leads  t o  s imu l t aneous  microcracking  of
adjacent HP (in direction of the microcrack)
without increasing the external load. In
particular in the band direction, first tiP-
fracture leads to a chain reaction where
subsequently the neighboring part icle is
cracked.

Elo~o
0 ) 0Oo +.  .0

000
Oo
Oo
●

fnjdd/e  of
one row

Fig. 3.4 Damage initiation in the net-
like structure

Since all microcracks  ly within a trajectory perpendicu ar to the load direction, final -
material failure is expected by fracture of the matrix igaments under mode 1. The

I failure .in the matrix ligaments .is believed to be dependent on the orientation and
‘1 spacing of neighboring microcracks  and the ductiiity of the matrix, [n particular, the

continuity of regions with high HP-content seems to ;Jlay an important role for the
whole deteriorisation process. Accordingly the double dispersion seems ‘to be most

)

favorable since the large “matrix net” acts as an import~lnt obstacle
different clusters to link together.

Competition between partic!e  cracking and interracial failure:

for microcracks  of

The competition between both damage mechanisms is investigated exemplarily for the
dispersion (Fig. 3.5). In addition to particle cracking the failure criterion of interfacia!
failure under pure mode I was activated and .assum(?d  to be equal to the fracture
strength of the particle (G,C=1600 MP,a).  Figure 3,5a an ~ b show the distribution of the
equivalent plastic strain and of the damage indicator C,, respectively.

The first microcrack  develops at the interface of the se~;ond  HP from the left side (Fig.
3.5) extending rather quickly up to a stabilization poi?t  where the upper half of the
particle is totally debonded and the lower half is shieldf?d by the deflection of the load.
As a result, the load is carried by the neighboring metal matrix which leads to stress
concentration in nearby particles. Here, the orientation I)elween  neighboring particles
strongly influences the sites of maximum stress values and determines therefore the
mode of failure (on the left side particle cracking, on lle right side interracial failure).
Sudden occurrence of HP-cteavage gives rise to corw iderabie tensile radia{  stresses
at the front~f the crack tip which rpay trigger interracial debonding. This effect  could be
reproduced in the simulations (Fig. 3.5) and was equz Ily observed in experiments.

Generally the release of energy by microcracking  is absorbed by the MM and results
in’ plastic deformation. Some regions show plastic deformation before the onset of
damage. However, plastic strains  are more elevated in front of the crack tips (up to
137.).  The crossing of these local  plastic fields leads to plastic bands connecting the
individual microcracks  (Fig. .3.5a):
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Fig. 3.5 Selected damage indicators in the dispersior~,  (a) Effective plastic strain  c;,
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In order to-predict the crack  path in the matrix the damage indicator presented above
is also plotted. The damage indicator gets its significianc~  when assuming a critical
limit within the range of values where beyond this value m:~trix  damage is considered.
With respect to this definition the predicted crack pat~  seems ,to be physically
reasonable, since one expects ultimate failure by linking together  all microcracks.  As
a result, it is believed that the triaxiality  in a plastic field ccmtrols  crack propagation in

~ the matrix.

4. New double dispersion material

Under tribological  as well as mechanical loading a dis~ ersion of hard phases HP
shows advantages over a net-like distribution. In grooving ~’ear, hard phases offer best
protection if their size is about equal to the groove width. A. a given HP volume the HP
spacing increases with HP size, which has a benefi ;ial effect on the fracture
toughness. Coarse hard phases, however, impair fracture strength (Fig. 4.? ).

:F
v

F
stress

:Fconcentration
7 T

)

/
* ~

hafi  phase size d  @m] :pacing  s ~m]

Fig. 4.1 Influence of hard phase size and spacing 01 strength Rm and f racture
toughness KIC

These results ied to the proposal to replace the coarse hard phases dispersed in a
metal matrix MM by a dense dispersion of small hard phi~ses. In other words a homo-
geneous dispersion of fine hard phases is transformed in.o  clusters of HP. This micro-
structure is called  a double dispersion. As compared to coarse HP the clusters promise
a higher fracture strength’. The carbide-free areas betw(:en  the clusters are meant to
increase the fracture toughness.

4.1 Manufacturing

To realize this double dispersion microstructure gas at~mized powders of spherical
shape are used [17], The carbide-rich clusters are ma(~e up by a high-carbon high-
sp,eed steel powder A with =30 VOl. -OIO of fine, dispersed :arbides.  The ductile areas El
consist of a hot-work tool steel powder (BI ) or a Iow-i:arbon high-speed steel  (62)

\, \ (
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(Table 4.1 ). A mixture of 55 “A of powder A and 45 O\O of powder B leads to an overall
HP content of = 16.5 ‘A which is equivalent to a Plvl  high-speed steel  (PMS)  with a
homogeneous dispersion of fine HP. The powder grains A are dispersed in B if they
are much larger in size. This is shown in Fig. 4.2 which relah?s the microstructure after
hot compacting to the size ratio and volume ratio of the pow[jers  in the mix. This figure
stems from numerous empirical results, as a mathematical sxh-dion is not yet available.
At the volume ratio mentioned, an average size ratio of 5 was chosen.

.fiLEcchemical composition [~’ei ht-OA

c Cr w Mo

powder B 1 0.4 5 1.4 1

E

1 Si,
0.4Mn

powder B 2 0.7 4 3 . .,3 “ 1’ 1 Nb

powder A 2.3 4.2 6.5 7 6.:; 10.5

PMS 1.3 4.2 6.4 5 s-~

P1’v’ls  A as owder A

M 3 class 1 0.9 4 6 lpdz~
Tab. 4.1

Fig. 4.2
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The powder mix was filled into cans which were evacuat~ d, sealed, and hot-isostaticat
Iy pressed (HIP) at a temperature of 1090 ‘C under ~ pressure of 140 MPa. After
annealing, the samples were taken, which after hardenin  3 and tempering revealed the
properties of tables 4.2 and 4.3. The resulting microstr~jcture  is shown in fig. 4,3. As
the carbon activity in powder A’is  similar to that in powder B the interdiffusion  of carbon
is apparently small. As to the wear resistance, in a pin-on-disk test against abrasive
flint paper the double dispersion materials ABI and AB?  are about equal to the refe-  .
rence steel PMS. Looking at the mechanical propertie; given in table 4.3 the most
striking difference between single and double dispersion material is the much higher
fracture toughness of the latter. f

carbide content hardness
material [vol.-%]

t{v 0.05 HV50

region A region B overall region A region B
(-lpm) (<<_l pm)

AB 1 15.0 2.0 17.0 997 817 8 7 8

A B 2 14.2 2.4 16.6 955 840 889

PMS 16.4 16.4 930 900

PMS A 30,0 30.0 10.30 997

Tab. 4.2 Carbide content and micro hardness of PM materials after HIP and heat -
treatment. ABI and AB2 are doubie  dispersion materials of 60 YO powder A
and 40 YO powder B1 and B2, respectively.

Fig. 4.3 Microstructure of the double dispersion mate ”ial AB1 (photograph taken by
S E M j
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Material E’ A . . R., 6.

[MPa] [“%’] [MF a] [MPadm]

AB 1 246823 ,0.042 26<;9 16.0

AB 2 235018 0.051 3000 ‘15.0

PMS 228220 0.052 32~17 30.’9

PMS A 250000 0.023 27”’5 10.3

Tab. 4.3 Mechanical Properties of PM materials
E = Young’s modulus, Abp = yield strength in b(mding
Rb = bending strength, K,C = fracture toughnes$

4.3 In-service test

) The superior toughness of the double dispersion materi:]l  encouraged us to test the
new material in service. Two die inserts were prepared and shrink-fitted into cold-
forging-tools for bolt making. In one series the bolts wer[:  cold-forged from annealed

wire, in the other series cold-drawn wire of higher strengi~  was used. For reference a
standard high-speed steel derived from ingots by hot-roll ng was employed. To avoid
cracking the reference steel had to be tempered to a muc~ lower hardness as compa-
red to the double dispersion material. As a result, 6 to 8 t me-s more bolts were manu-
factured with inserts of the new material as compared to ‘he standard steel.

tool No. die insert * ,

‘ardness’~

fl M 3 class 1 57 9080

2 M 3 class 1 57 1 0 2 0 0

‘)
3 AB 1 -66 78000

Tab. 4.4 Tool life quantity in bolt making a 33 x z 12 x O mm ‘

5. Summary

A method for the design of, tool materials was developed. In, a first step a particular
tooling operation (final heading in bolt making) was nu:nerically  simulated in a mi-
croscopical  scale. The FEM-model  was performed taking into account the internal
stresses due to shrink fitting of the. tool and the plastic dt?formation of the work piece.
High stresses were computed in-two regions around the di ? insert profile radius, These
high stressed zones are quit reasonable. In practice, tool:; often fail due to chipping at
these regions. The heading force and the radial and circdmferrential  strains obtained
by FEM-simulation werd compared to experimental res:~lts, A close agreement was
found.

In a second step the material was modelled  on a microscopical scale, again using the
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finite element method. The influence of hard phase distrib  -dion and orientation on the
microcrack  initiation and propagation was investigated. Hard phase failure was simula-
ted using a local normal stress criteria, subsequent dam~ge  of the matrix by introdu-
cing the damage parameter Di. The evolution of failure \vas found as follows: First,
single hard phases fail due to cleavage, leading to a redi:jtribution  of stresses, which
in turn causes neighboring hard phases to fracture. Aftenvards  plastic bands develop,
connecting the individual microcracks.  Along these  bands damage of the matrix takes
place. The matrix network in double dispersion material wcs  found to act as an effecti-
ve obstacle for microcrack  linkage.

I

I

In the third step the double dispersion” material wa J produced by a powder
metallurgical production route and tested in the laboratory. Wear resistance and
bending strength were comparable to a single dispersion rlaterial  of the same volume
content of hard phases. Fracture toughness was increased about  30 Yo. In the practical
application of bolt making tooi’s  lifetime was increased by a factor of 8.
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